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Projects What children are naturally interested in, and busy
themselves about in their play, whether they be slum
children, playing in a gutter, or the fortunate occupiers of a
well-appointed nursery, is not a "subject" abstracted from the
actual environment, but a concrete situation, a real portion of
the environment, a real bit of life as the children see it. A group
of children will, of their own accord, use toys and furniture, or
sticks and stones, to act out in their play some situation known
to them through their observation of adults—a shop, a garden,
a train, a boat, a park, or a menagerie. One can hardly resist
the trite quotation that they play as if their "whole vocation
were endless imitation.** The good teacher in a nursery school
or kindergarten understands all this, and shapes her course
accordingly. The bad teacher, or the teacher who is told from
above that "nothing matters but the three rV will teach the
three r's, gilding the pill by means of apparatus for word-
building and number combinations. But salvation comes not
by way of apparatus devised entirely by the teacher, nor by any
method which means that the teacher leads the child by the
nose, however gently and capably. The child's occupations,
to be educative in the true sense, must have a meaning and a
purpose into which he himself enters fully. Purposeful activity,
arising out of the child's natural interests, is, in the sight of a
good teacher, the key of the situation. Her part consists mainly
in helping the children, by suggestion and guidance, in the
selection of some centre of interest, some "project" that
appeals to them, such as a shop, or a street, or a house, or a
farm, and then helping them to work out a scheme of which
they themselves are the devisers. Many of the " subjects " may
be in the scheme implicitly, but the time for making them
explicit will not be hurried.
Examples   The meaning of the preceding paragraph will be
more fully indicated by a few examples of schemes
that have actually been worked out with groups of children.

